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PRINTER'S-MARK OF GEOFFROY TORY, (1525) 

Notes on New Books 

THE ALPHABET. By Frederic W. Goudy, 
New York: Mitchell Kennerley. Price, 

$5.00 net. 

A thoroughly interesting, valuable, 
practical and beautiful book, The Alpha 
bet, fifteen interpretative designs drawn 
and arranged with explanatory text and 
illustrations is in no sense merely "just 
another book on lettering," but. an in 
valuable contribution, not in the sense of 
fresh discoveries in paleography, but in 
the presentation of conclusions of im 
portance. Not only the craftsmen and 
student, but the booklover, too, will 
delight in this interesting work whose 
usefulness is further enhanced by copious 
illustration. The Alphabet is .a volume 

which every private library should con 
tain. 

The 

LOTUS 

-4MAGAZIN'E 

Hav'ing been issued in a strictly 

limited edition for subscription 

sale held in reserve only a few 

copics of the ba'ck numbers. 

1 These numbers have become 

rare and extremely difficult to - 

obtain. Th.e Publishers of 

ART & LIFE (incorporating 

1 THE LOTUS MAGAZINE) are 

able to offer to librarians, col-, 

lectors and subscribers who 

- desire to obtain'them copies of 1 

certain of the 

'BACK NUMBERS- -`: 
OF 

The LOTUS 
MAGAZINE 

at-the original publication price 

on application. 

A ddress 

'ART & LIFE 
655 Fifth Avenue 

New York 

- ' '-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~j 

THE ACTOR-MANAGER. By Leonard Mer 
rick. Limited Edition. New York: E. 
P. Dutton & Company. Price $2.00 
net. 
Leonard Merrick's place in English 

literature is secure. The Actor-Manager 
-adds another' vo'lume to the new uniform, 
definitive and limited edition of Merrick's 
works that one is pleased to' place' in his 
libravy. As William Dean Howells 'says' 
in his introduction 'to 'this edition of the 
novel: "There is no perceptible mechan 
ism in the story of The Actor-Manager, 
in every way the best of Mr. Merrick's 
stories 'so far as I know them. At all 

moments of it you feel that it happened, 
and that the people in it are' alive, with a 
life' of human probabilities beyond it. 
I can recall no English novel in which 
the' study of temperment and character 
is carried farther or deeper, allowing for 

what the people are, and I -do not remem 
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